1st Quarter 2022 Market Commentary: Crosscurrents and Mixed Signals as
U.S. Equities Rally in the Face of An Inverted Yield Curve

Data Source: Bloomberg

March 2022 Highlights:
•

As the Russia/Ukraine military conflict entered its first month with few signs of a ceasefire, global stocks
had experienced significant selling pressure in the first half of March before rallying to close the month
moderately positive. The late month rally was led by U.S. equities with the S&P 500 Index the only
major region ending the month in positive territory although European stocks had ended the monthly
nearly flat after having dropped over 10% earlier in the month.

•

In March, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) rose 2.2% led by the S&P 500 which rose 3.7%
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followed by MSCI Europe (-0.1%), MSCI Japan (-0.5%), MSCI Pacific ex-Japan (-0.6%) and MSCI
Emerging Markets (-2.3%).
•

Commodity-focused markets such as Australia and Brazil benefited from the sharp rallies in industrial
and agricultural commodities. Within MSCI Emerging Markets, Chinese-listed stocks came under heavy
selling pressure earlier in the month following reports of renewed COVID outbreaks but then rallied as
Chinese government officials hinted at an easing up on regulatory crackdowns and working with U.S.
financial regulators to prevent de-listing on U.S. exchanges.

•

Within the U.S., U.S. large caps outperformed small caps, as much of the month-end rally was focused
on the perceived safety of large cap tech and consumer discretionary stocks, while value stocks
outperformed growth stocks, but much of this outperformance came from late cyclicals
(energy/materials). The S&P 500 Index returning +3.7% versus +0.4% for the S&P 600. S&P Pure
Value outperformed Pure Growth, returning +3.5% versus +2.4%, respectively.

•

During the height of the market sell-off that saw spot oil prices approaching $130/barrel, energy stocks
continued their sector leadership although ‘defensive’ rate-sensitive sectors outperformed with Utilities
and Real Estate among the leading sector performers alongside Energy and Materials. Consumer
Staples lagged in March due to perceived margin pressures from rising commodity prices while
Financials suffered due to a flattening yield curve (short-term rates rising faster than long-term rates)
and reports of rising commercial loan losses, particularly in metropolitan areas that have yet to
experience a full return of the workforce.

•

Among risk factors, High Dividend and Value Factors underperformed all other risk factors while
Minimum Volatility and Momentum outperformed. Momentum and High Quality saw a sharp recovery
the latter half of the month.

•

Investment grade fixed income suffered from a continued rise in interest rates as it became clearer that
the Federal Reserve would need to adopt a more aggressive rate hike posture to address high
inflationary pressures. The 10-Year U.S. Treasury yield reach 2.50% before settling down to 2.34% at
the end of the month. Investment grade fixed income suffered due to a combination of rising interest
rates and widening spreads for corporate and mortgage-backed securities. The Bloomberg/Barclays
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index dropped 2.8% while the Global Aggregate ex US Index dropped -3.2%, the
latter also suffering from higher interest rates as well as a strengthening U.S. dollar.

•

U.S. high yield marginally outperformed the broader fixed income market even though credit spreads
widened, although high yield credit spreads narrowed alongside the recovery in equities. The
Bloomberg / Barclays US High Yield Index returned -1.1%, while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market
Debt Local Currency dropped 5.1% although the index stabilized following the removal of Russian debt
from the major indices.

•

Within equity alternatives, it was a volatile month for commodities as oil prices and industrial metals
(nickel) experienced significant buying pressure before settling down. The S&P GSCI Commodities
Index ended the month +9.6% although the index had been up nearly 25% earlier in the month. The
Dow Jones REITs Index returned 7.1%, with much of the performance coming later in the month as the
yield curve flattened, benefiting interest-rate sensitive sectors such as real estate.
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Crosscurrents and Mixed Signals as U.S. Equities Rally in the Face of An
Inverted Yield Curve

Source: istockphoto.com

After having dropped 13% during the first week of March, global equities, led by the U.S. and Europe,
staged a remarkable comeback throughout the rest of the month. Investors sought to look past the
Russia/Ukraine conflict but also the high ground of low volatility/rate-sensitive stocks (utilities, real estate)
and stocks to be perceived less susceptible to margin pressures (technology, health care, popular
consumer brand-name retail).
Despite growing concerns of supply shortages with long-term adverse effects on global food and energy
security, investors continue to hold high expectations for U.S. large cap companies as analysts have
raised, rather than lowered, estimates on earnings, revenue, and margins. According to the 4/1/2022
edition of Factset Earnings Insight, sell-side estimates for CY-2022 earnings have actually risen (2% from
beginning year levels) even though analysts have lowered 1Q2022 estimates due to a high proportion of
lower guidance from S&P companies. Granted, much of the upward revisions are due to Energy and
Materials enjoying large gains from higher commodity prices and greater capital discipline; analysts have
also raised estimates for Technology, Real Estate, and Healthcare companies, while lowering estimates for
Communication Services, Industrials, Consumer Discretionary, and Financials.
And despite 1) the Russia/Ukraine conflict, 2) hawkish central bank outlooks, 3) drop-off of fiscal pandemic
relief spending, and 4) ongoing supply-chain shortages, sell-side analysts are optimistic on U.S. equity
prospects. According to the Factset report, “Analysts Have Most ‘Buy’ Ratings on S&P 500 Stocks Since at
Least 2010” (Figure1) and whose bottom-up price targets imply a 16% rise in the S&P 500 over the next
12 months.
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Figure 1 – Climbing the Wall of Worry? Sell-Side Analyst ‘Buy’ Ratings Have Increased
Over the Past Year

However, the top-heavy nature of the S&P 500, dominated by the U.S. large growth stock darlings, is
driving the bulk of earnings optimism as it is expected these companies will continue to enjoy ‘moat’
characteristics of high pricing power and minimal competition. At least that was the initial positive reaction
to several high-profile consumer brand companies that were able to raise their earnings guidance due to
strong demand that is less ‘elastic’ to higher prices stemming from higher costs. This is emblematic of U.S.
company performance and why U.S. stocks remain the preferred region despite high relative valuations as
margins have only increased over the post-pandemic period on top of strong revenue growth (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Envy of the World as S&P 500 Margins and Revenue Have Grown Over the PostPandemic Recovery
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Many have tried to call the top on U.S. margin gains, but the ‘moat’ characteristics of S&P companies,
notably Technology, seem to possess a Teflon coating to competitive pressures and rising costs.
Ultimately, the gravitational weight of a recession could pressure margins as consumers face increasing
costs across basic living essentials such as food and energy. Consumers also face higher borrowing costs
as central banks are compelled to abandon a ‘gradual’ approach to rate hikes and balance sheet
reductions in the face of greater inflationary pressures that seem to be spiraling out of control.
The years of capital expenditure underinvestment has made the global trade system more susceptible to
supply shocks, exacerbated by post-pandemic pent-up demand. With respect to the latter, the demand
may be there, but the real (inflation-adjusted) disposable income may not as lower income cohorts are not
as able to keep up with higher costs of living despite those cohorts seeing the largest wage gains. This
inability to keep up with higher inflation is weighing on consumer sentiment (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – The Cure for Higher Prices is Higher Prices? Sharp Drop in Consumer Sentiment
in the Face of Higher Inflation

So, the market is grappling with crosscurrents and mixed signals on whether the world is back on the
precipice of another downturn or will it continue to trudge higher in the face of rising costs. As one
strategist observed, we seemed to have skipped mid-cycle and went straight into late cycle. The following
are some of the bullish and bearish cross-signals (exhibits located at the end of this report):
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Bullish:
•

High commodity prices (energy, industrial metals) are elevated not just due to tight supply but due
to heightened industrial demand – demand that would dissipate in the event of a recession.

•

Speculative-grade (high yield) credit spreads have narrowed from their Ukraine/Russia stressed
levels suggesting less credit stress facing leveraged borrowers, and are at levels implying low risk
of recession. S&P is projecting a low default rate (3%) in 2022 as many high yield borrowers have
termed out their debt (extending maturities at lower interest rates) or paid down their debt,
especially across the energy sector which is benefiting from high cash flows.

•

U.S. short-term rates (3 months) remain low relative to intermediate and long-term rates. The 3month rate expected 12-18 months from now also remains low versus longer-term forward rates.
Granted, the Fed has only started to embark on its rate hike campaign as Fed Funds futures are
pricing in around 7-8 rate hikes in 2022, with an expected 0.50% hike at the March, June, and July
meetings.

•

Employment conditions remain strong as jobless claims hover around the cycle low level of
200,000. Should jobless claims start to rise, that could indicate that the employment backdrop
remains less conducive for future demand.

•

Capital spending intentions remain high according to regional Federal Reserve surveys. Intention
versus actual remain wide apart but the bi-partisan infrastructure spending program passed in 2021
should provide much needed spending on transportation infrastructure (bridges, roads, rail).

•

Current U.S. economic performance, whether year-over-year retail sales or manufacturing
sentiment, remains strong and shows few signs of abating despite inflationary pressures.

•

Signs of inter-banking stress (such as short-term bank borrowing costs versus government
borrowing) have dropped from their initial panic levels following western sanctions imposed on
Russia. Loan growth has also risen while net charge-offs related to delinquent consumer debt
remains at cycle low levels.

•

Following a precipitous crash in Chinese equities during the beginning of March, the Chinese
government announced they would “ease a regulatory crackdown, support property and technology
companies and stimulate the economy.” This catalyzed a sharp recovery, especially in Chinese
technology stocks that had come under the heaviest selling pressure. In addition, Chinese and
U.S. securities regulators are working towards a plan that would open Chinese-listed companies on
U.S. exchanges to be subjected to financial audits.

Bearish:
•

The U.S. Treasury term structure has inverted from 2 years out to 30, meaning long rates have
dropped below short- and intermediate rates. Historically, yield curve inversions have portended
economic slowdowns or recessions.

•

The Fed’s more aggressive posture towards higher rates and a winddown of its balance sheet runs
the risk of ‘breaking’ a key link within the capital markets, whether market liquidity (U.S. Treasury
market liquidity at its worst levels since the pandemic shutdown according to Bloomberg),
trade/commodity financing (commodity traders seek emergency financing to facilitate physical
delivery), the less transparent corners of private equity/venture capital (see this excellent Doomberg
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piece on the potential knock-on effects from a write-down of speculative investing at SoftBank), or a
good ol’ rise in troubled assets within traditional banking.
•

Supply chain shortages, exacerbated by the Russia/Ukraine conflict, threaten the availability of
basic food and energy needs, especially in parts of the world that have lack food and energy
security. Much of the media’s attention has been on the rising costs of fuel pump prices, but a
more ominous threat of higher food costs, whether due to lower wheat exports out of
Russia/Ukraine or higher fertilizer prices, weed control costs, fuel costs (diesel and propane), lack
of machinery and labor, etc. needed to plant crops for the upcoming planting season.

•

In addition to higher food and energy costs, global manufacturers are realizing the extent to which
the Russia/Ukraine conflict will adversely affect the broader supply chain beyond raw materials.
Bloomberg’s “Global Supply Lines Brace for ‘Menacing’ Economic Storm to Widen” identifies
several key components needed for final end production from electric wire assemblies for German
automakers to neon gas used in semiconductor production. The article cites the increasing
realization that “geopolitical risks are forcing companies to reinforce their operations against global
disruptions through reshoring, diversification, and overstocking inventories.” Could we be seeing
the end of just-in-time inventory management brought on by the fruits of frictionless globalization?

•

A renewed wave of COVID outbreaks across China’s port cities has raised concerns about
manufacturing and shipping delays as health authorities enact a zero-COVID lockdown. In
addition, China’s property sector faces continued funding pressures as an increasing number of
developers are unable to meet near-term debt obligations.

•

Much of the equity market rally, particularly U.S. growth stocks, can be attributed to massive shortcovering as institutional investors unwound costly hedges that were implemented during the height
of the Russia/Ukraine conflict in late February/early March. This initial covering then fed itself into a
counter-trend rally that sustained itself towards the end of March, some of which was attributed to
gamma-squeeze option activity that forced option dealers to hedge the option issuance by
purchasing the underlying stocks, not to mention stock splits that excited retail buying interest.

Pivot Towards Hard Assets Regime?
As of the time of this writing, the Russia/Ukraine conflict continues to be drawn out with Russian military
objectives seemingly shifting towards Eastern Ukraine (Donbas) and away from Kyiv (Figure 4). So far, the
two sides appear to remain far apart on a negotiated settlement and ceasefire – a prolonged conflict will
threaten the upcoming spring planting season as well as weaken an already fragile global supply chain
picture.
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Figure 4 – Russia/Ukraine Map (3/30/2022)

There is debate over whether Russia’s energy exports can be offset by increased production elsewhere,
whether OPEC, sanctioned regimes (Iran, Venezuela), or North American exports. Rory Johnston from
Commodity Context estimates that 1-4 million MMbpd in Russian exports may be at risk (Figure 5).

Figure 5 – Quite a Gap to Fill: 1-4 MMbpd in Russia Export Supply at Risk
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Oxford Institute for Energy Studies also provides an estimate (Figure 5) on how the gap can be filled with
bulk coming from the return of Iranian production (talks of sanctions being lifted, which could lead to
renewed conflict in the Middle East). The release of global strategic petroleum reserves (SPR) is a shortterm supply band-aid which will not impact energy demand and will eventually need to be refilled at higher
prices.

Figure 5 – Quite a Gap to Fill: 1-4 MMbpd in Russia Export Supply at Risk

The U.S. Federal Reserve understands that monetary policy tools have a more direct impact on ‘demand’
than on ‘supply’ with the latter more influenced by long-term capital expenditure planning and incentives.
However, Federal Reserve officials have increasingly leaned more hawkish, strongly suggesting 0.50%
rate hikes at the next several meetings culminating in 7-8 rate hikes in 2022 and a terminal Fed Funds rate
of around 2.5% by end of 2023 based on the latest Fed Official Dot Plot Forecast (Figure 6).

Figure 6 – The Latest Fed Official Dot Plot Forecast Sees a Terminal Fed Funds Rate of
2.5% by End of 2023
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After initially dropping following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, global bond yields rose in
acknowledgement of persistently higher inflation over the near-term. Figure 7 displays the rise in the
benchmark 10-year bond yields of the U.S., Germany, and Japan and Figure 8 displays the breakeven
rates between inflation-protected securities versus nominal government debt yields. The latter has seen 5year inflation expectations increase by about 1% since the beginning of the year, although much higher for
Europe due to the spike in commodity prices as Europe is much more dependent on Russian exports.

Figure 7 – Government Bond Yields Rose in March
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Figure 8 – G7 Inflation Expectations (Breakeven Rates Between Inflation-Protected
Securities vs Nominal Bonds) Have Risen YTD

Source: Bloomberg 3/31/2022

The challenge for central bank tightening is that the bond markets perceive a high probability of ‘breakage’
or tightening financial conditions from higher interest rates and quantitative tightening (a reduction in
balance sheet assets), which will invariably push the economy into recession. The U.S. 2-year vs. 10-Year
Term structure is now inverted as long maturity yields have dipped below short-term yields, yet long-term
inflation expectations remain elevated as implied by 5-year/5-year forward breakeven rates (Figure 9).
The worry is that the Fed either falls further behind the inflation curve through gradual tightening or pushes
the economy into recession in its attempts to tighten policy to reduce demand.

Figure 9 – Inverted Term Structure Strongly Hints of a Slowdown or Recession Due to Fed
Tightening While Elevated Breakeven Inflation Hints of Stagflation Risk
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So far, the U.S. dollar (Figure 10) has not depreciated in the face of higher commodity prices and
commodity exporters seeking alternative methods of trade settlement. This is due to a greater reluctance
by other central banks to tighten policy in the face of higher inflation (European Central Bank) or double
down on quantitative easing by attempting to set a ceiling on interest rates (Bank of Japan). Time will tell
how successful Russia will be in circumventing financial sanctions by demanding energy payments be
made in Rubles and tying the value of the Ruble to gold and commodities.

Figure 10 – U.S. Dollar Continues to Appreciate Despite Commodity Strength

Regardless of how aggressive central bank tightening becomes, the world is increasingly moving away
from the low asset light management model of lean working capital (low inventories) facilitated by
frictionless trading brought on by globalization. The cost of doing business is getting more expensive.
Generations of corporate officers have been brought up on the globalization mantra, but the playbook may
be shifting from outsourcing the means of production to owning it. Hard assets and hard capital
expenditures may be the new themes if the world cannot shift back to globalization and lessened
geopolitical tensions.

.
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March 2022 Market Review
As the Russia/Ukraine military conflict entered its first month with few signs of a ceasefire, global stocks
had experienced significant selling pressure in the first half of March before rallying to close the month
moderately positive. The late month rally was led by U.S. equities with the S&P 500 Index the only region
ending the month in positive territory although European stocks had ended the monthly nearly flat after
having dropped over 10% earlier in the month. In March, the MSCI All-Country World Index (ACWI) rose
2.2% led by the S&P 500 which rose 3.7% followed by MSCI Europe (-0.1%), MSCI Japan (-0.5%), MSCI
Pacific ex-Japan (-0.6%) and MSCI Emerging Markets (-2.3%). Commodity-focused markets such as
Australia and Brazil benefited from the sharp rallies in industrial and agricultural commodities. Within MSCI
Emerging Markets, Chinese-listed stocks came under heavy selling pressure earlier in the month following
reports of renewed COVID outbreaks but then rallied as Chinese government officials hinted at an easing
up on regulatory crackdowns and working with U.S. financial regulators to prevent de-listing on U.S.
exchanges.

Figure 11 – U.S. Equities the Only Major Regions to End Up in Positive Territory in March

Within the U.S., U.S. large caps outperformed small caps (Figure 12), as much of the month-end rally was
focused on the perceived safety of large cap tech and consumer discretionary stocks, while value stocks
outperformed growth stocks, but much of this outperformance came from late cyclicals (energy/materials).
The S&P 500 Index returning +3.7% versus +0.4% for the S&P 600. S&P Pure Value outperformed Pure
Growth, returning +3.5% versus +2.4%, respectively.

Figure 12 – Large Caps Outperform Small Caps and Value Narrowly Outperforms Growth
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During the height of the market sell-off that saw spot oil prices approaching $130/barrel, energy stocks
continued their sector leadership although ‘defensive’ rate-sensitive sectors outperformed with Utilities and
Real Estate among the leading sector performers alongside Energy and Materials (Figure 13). Consumer
Staples lagged in March due to perceived margin pressures from rising commodity prices while Financials
suffered due to a flattening yield curve (short-term rates rising faster than long-term rates) and reports of
rising commercial loan losses, particularly in metropolitan areas that have yet to experience a full return of
the workforce.

Figure 13 – Rate-Sensitive Sectors (Utilities and Real Estate) Outperformed in March
Alongside Energy and Materials While Financials Lagged

Among risk factors (Figure 14), High Dividend and Value Factors underperformed all other risk factors
while Minimum Volatility and Momentum outperformed. Momentum and High Quality saw a sharp recovery
the latter half of the month.

Figure 14 – High Dividend and Value Underperformed All Other Risk Factors While
Minimum Volatility and Momentum Outperformed
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Investment grade fixed income suffered from a continued rise in interest rates as it became clearer that the
Federal Reserve would need to adopt a more aggressive rate hike posture to address high inflationary
pressures. The 10-Year U.S. Treasury yield reach 2.50% before settling down to 2.34% at the end of the
month. Investment grade fixed income suffered due to a combination of rising interest rates and widening
spreads for corporate and mortgage-backed securities. The Bloomberg/Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond
Index dropped 2.8% while the Global Aggregate ex US Index dropped -3.2%, the latter also suffering from
higher interest rates as well as a strengthening U.S. dollar (Figure 15). U.S. high yield marginally
outperformed the broader fixed income market even though credit spreads widened, although high yield
credit spreads narrowed alongside the recovery in equities. The Bloomberg / Barclays US High Yield
Index returned -1.1%, while Bloomberg/Barclays Emerging Market Debt Local Currency dropped 5.1%
although the index stabilized following the removal of Russian debt from the major indices.

Figure 15 – Fixed Income Had Another Negative Month As Interest Rates Rose in March
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Within equity alternatives (Figure 16), it was a volatile month for commodities as oil prices and industrial
metals (nickel) experienced significant buying pressure before settling down. The S&P GSCI Commodities
Index ended the month +9.6% although the index had been up nearly 25% earlier in the month. The Dow
Jones REITs Index returned 7.1%, with much of the performance coming later in the month as the yield
curve flattened, benefiting interest-rate sensitive sectors such as real estate.

Figure 20 – Commodities and Real Estate Performed Well Amid Rising Commodity Prices
and a Flattening Yield Curve
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1st Quarter Performance Exhibits
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‘Bullish’ Exhibits
Steep Short-Term Yield Curve Still Supportive of Near-Term Financial Conditions

Corporate Credit Spreads Have Narrowed from the Russia/Ukraine Wide Levels
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Corporate Net Leverage Continues to Improve, Reducing Funding Stress in the Event of a
Slowdown

Federal Reserve Still Projects Positive Economic Growth Although Downward Revised
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JP Morgan Forecasts a Low Probability of a Recession Within 1 Year Although the
Probability Has Increased Within 3 Years

Labor Market Remains Strong Based on Low Jobless Claims and Tight Hiring Environment
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‘Bearish’ Exhibits
Tighter Financial Conditions Raising Municipality Costs (Based on Ratio of Municipal to
U.S. Government Rates)

Tighter Financial Conditions Raising Mortgage Costs and Reducing Housing Affordability
Already Exacerbated by Tight Supply and Post-Pandemic Demand
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Rising Raw Material Prices Feeding Into Shortages and Price Spikes in Critical
Intermediate Inputs (Fertilizer, Steel, Diesel Fuel)
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COVID Wave Across China and Renewed Lockdowns Could Put Further Strain on Supply
Chain Logistics
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Disclosure:
The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast of
the future. It is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement any
investment strategy. It is for informational purposes only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes, and
opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D/L Capital Management does not
warrant the accuracy of any of these. There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive or
complete. This article does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in
any investment vehicles or securities. This article is not a prospectus, an advertisement, or an offering of
any interests in either the Strategy or other portfolios. This article and the information contained herein is
intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation
with respect to investment. Investing in any strategy should only occur after consulting with a financial
advisor.
3D/L does not approve or otherwise endorse the information contained in links to third-party sources. 3D/L
is not affiliated with the providers of third-party information and is not responsible for the accuracy of the
information contained therein.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. None of the services offered by 3D/L Capital
Management are insured by the FDIC and the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk. The
opinions offered above are as of April 4, 2022 and are subject to change as influencing factors change.
More detail regarding 3D/L Capital Management, its products, services, personnel, fees and investment
methodologies are available in the firm’s Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request by calling (860)
291-1998, option 2 or emailing sales@3dlfinancial.com or visiting 3D’s website at www.3dlfinancial.com.
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